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WEST VIRGINIA FORTY-NINERS:
DIARY OF BENJAMIN HOFFMAN, 1849
Edited by C. H. Ambler

Editor’s Note: This diary was selected because of its
descriptive accounts and the fact Hoffman pulled his wagons
with mules. He left West Virginia on March 27, 1849,
eventually arriving at St. Joseph on April 7. Hoffman started
recording his journey near Fort Kearney, NE on June 4. This
account begins as he travels through southern Idaho. There
were eighty members of this wagon train (no number of
wagons given).

Thursday, July 19. We traveled along a beautiful
valley between the Eutah mountains. We are at a loss to
know where to find water, as Mr. Smith, our guide, has
never traveled this route before. His guideship was at an
end when the Oregon trail turned off. This afternoon we
passed some of the highest peaks of rocks that I have yet
seen [City of Rocks]. Some of them supposed to be 600
feet high. They present a magnificent sight. The
Mormon City, or Salt Lake road, that leads at the South
Pass, intersected our trail today, 100 miles this side of
Fort Hall.
Friday, 20. We traveled over the most mountainous
country that we have yet passed. In many places we
were obliged to let our wagons sown with ropes.
Notwithstanding, the soil appears to be of good quality,

2013 UPCOMING ACTIVITIES
Chapter Board Meeting, Yuba City, CA
November 15
2015 Convention Planning Meeting,
Yuba City, CA
November 16

and there is an abundance of grass in these mountains.
We came to a fine creek today, called Goose Creek and
caught some fine trout out of it. We traveled ten miles
further on and encamped for the night.
Saturday, 21. We continued our course up the creek
until the middle of the day, when we again took to the
mountains. We had a shower of rain today, the first for
six weeks. We made 24 miles an encamped in the Warm
Spring valley.

Sunday, 22. We pursued our course down the valley in
the burning sun for about 16 miles without water, when
we became so thirsty and fatigued that we were obliged
to halt and dig for water. We found some brackish
sulpher which tasted fairly well to a thirsty man. There is
nothing grows in this valley but wild sage and chaparrals.
We remained here two hours and then marched on about
five miles further, when unexpectedly we came pretty
good grass and water. We remained at this spot until two
o’clock.
Monday, 23. We today put our train in motion and
traveled 10 miles farther and encamped for the night.
This afternoon we passed a hot spring. The water flows
so hot that you cannot bear your hand in it, and, strange
to say, not more that fifteen or twenty yards from it there
(Continued on page 12)
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FROM THE DESK OF JOHN WINNER
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Greetings to all. I want to begin my comments by
bringing you up-to-date on the progress of the 2015
OCTA National Convention. As you know the CA-NV
Chapter has agreed to host the 2015 convention the
week of September 20, 2015 at Harveys Resort in South
Lake Tahoe. Once the contract was signed after months
of negotiations it was time to get down to the business of
planning the events. Two convention planning meetings
have been held, one in Placerville and another in Reno.
The next meeting is scheduled for November 16,
2015, 11:00 a.m. at Marcello's restaurant in Yuba City,
CA. Volunteers have come forth to lead pre-convention
tours, bus tours and hiking tours. Some of the other
topics being discussed include speakers, workshops,
social event, merchandise, publications, book room, risk
management, budget and all of the other details that are
required to host a convention of this magnitude. Early in
2014, we will be sending members a signup form along
with a list of the various functions that are needed for
planning and executing the convention. We are looking
for volunteers; so give some thought to how you can best
help. Convention planning meetings are being routinely
scheduled. Check the website for dates and locations.
Please join us if you can.
On July 9th., the CA-NV Chapter hosted a
celebration and dedication with the installation of the
seventh interpretive sign "Seeing the Elephant" on the
Carson Emigrant Trail. The dedication included lunch
along with speeches by "politicians and dignitaries."
The last few months turned out to be busy with a host of
activities:
 The annual Carson Cleanup scheduled for August
26 and 27 was postponed and rescheduled for
September 30 and October 1 due to the Rim fire.
 September 23rd and 24th, Grizzly Flat Trail tour
with Glen and Dee Owens.
 September 28th, Fernley Deep Sand Swales annual
cleanup hosted by Jim and Denise Moorman.
 Monthly mapping team activities on the Johnson's
Cutoff, Grizzly Flat Trail, Beckwourth Trail,
Henness Pass Road and the Georgetown Pack
Trail.
Other chapter activities included:
 A tour of MARY’S RIVER OIL AND GAS
EXPLORATION PROJECT being proposed by
NOBLE ENERGY in the Bishop Creek area on the
(continued on next page)
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From the Desk of John Winner continued
California Trail north of Wells, Nevada and the
Huntington Project on the Hastings Cutoff south of
Elko, Nevada.
 Meeting with representatives of the Boy Scouts of
America in Calaveras County who are looking to
assist in projects on the Big Tree Road.
 Partnering with Trails West, Inc. for a survey of
Bruff's Camp.
In the last issue of Trail Talk (Summer 2013), Don
Buck, who chairs the Chapter Library Committee,
presented an article in support of our OCTA collection,
Western Overland Trail Collection (WOTC) at the
California State Library (CSL) in Sacramento. Presently,
there are close to 1,000 publications cataloged in WOTC.
Funding for purchasing and maintaining the collection
comes from the California State Library Foundation's

special "OCTA Fund." Although the CA-NV Chapter has
donated $500 each year since its inception, the Chapter
provides additional funding to the Foundation through
book sales from symposiums and conventions.
Your membership in the Foundation would greatly
enhance the ability of the Foundation to purchase
publications and documents for the CA-NV Chaptersponsored Western Overland Trails Collection. For more
information about the CSL Foundation, check their
website at www.cslfdn.org or contact Don Buck at
trailbuck@gmail.com. An application for membership to
the California State Library Foundation is available on
page 15.
A special thanks to many of our members for their
ongoing presentations on Chapter activities, Trail
Preservation and other topics of historical interest to
Service Clubs, Schools, Historical Societies and other
interested groups. More to come....... JOHN

FERNLEY SAND SWALES CLEANUP
by Jim & Denise Moorman

Thirty-one volunteers from around Fernley, Reno
and California showed up to participate in the annual
Historic Fernley Deep Sand Swales cleanup as part of the
National Public Lands Day on September 28. The annual
event, which is sponsored by the Oregon-California Trails
Association/CA-NV chapter, is led by Jim & Denise
Moorman of Fernley.
The group of 31 included eleven members of the
CA/NV OCTA chapter. Those eleven were Tom Fee,
Marshall Fey, Dave Hollecker, Jim & Denise Moorman, Jon
& Janet Nowlin, Dave Smythe, Dick Waugh and John &
Susie Winner. Jim & Denise very much appreciate the
participation and hard work of their fellow OCTA members.
As usual there was a lot of hard work, but the good
sign is there was not as much as last year. This year 48
cubic yards of mostly landscaping/yard waste were hauled
to the Waste Management transfer station in Fernley where
Waste Management generously allowed the cleanup teams
to dump for free. Last year 63 yards of mixed trash and
yard waste were cleaned up.

Organizations contributing to the effort included
Waste Management, the Fernley Preservation Society and
the Carson City office of the Bureau of Land Management.
Fernley Councilman Roy Edgington, Jr. coordinated the
city’s participation and Councilman Dan McCassie once
again loaned his truck and trailer to haul much of the trash
from the swales.
The Deep Sand Swales, immediately north of
Fernley and just south of the historic Central Pacific
Railroad bed, were created by the passage of thousands of
emigrant wagons. They are the only example of Deep Sand
Swales on the entire California Trail. These Swales and the
Central Pacific Railroad Bed are wonderful historic
resources.
The annual cleanup is held the last Saturday of
September and will be on September 27 in 2014. Make
your plans now. ~
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AND WE REMEMBER
Original Chapter Member, Mae Kawahara
Some CA-NV Chapter members may remember that the original chapter name was the CA-NV-HI Chapter.
“In the beginning . . .” when the chapter first formally formed in 1986, there were some very active members from
Hawaii in OCTA. Eventually, the chapter dropped the name of Hawaii. As late as 2000, seven Hawaii memberships were
listed in the national roster.
In 1991, when the chapter hosted the national convention in Sacramento, Karl and
Mae Kawahara, from Hilo, HI, brought orchids to decorate the tables for the OCTA
Awards Dinner.
For different reasons the other folks living in Hawaii dropped out. The Kawaharas,
enjoying retirement and their growing grandchildren, were not able to participate in OCTA
activities and allowed their OCTA membership to lapse.
Mae passed away at age 77 on September 18, 2013. She was born in Kona, HI,
on May 13, 1936, and retired from the State of Hawaii Department of Education as a
Kindergarten teacher. Services were held October 5, 2013, at Church of Holy Cross in
Hilo. She is survived by Karl, her husband of 54 years, two children, four grandchildren
and two sisters, all of Hawaii.

This letter is printed with permission from Judy Wickwire, owner and coach for Horse Feathers Fly Fishing School in
Markleeville, CA. She is a member of Alpine County Historical Society, Alpine Watershed Group, and Friends of Hope
Valley.
July 23, 2013
To: CA-NV Chapter Oregon-California Trails Association.
Re: Hwy 88 Snowshoe’s Cave marker
Dear Membership:
A hearty thank you to all members who participated in the erecting of the beautiful new information sign at
Snowshoe’s Cave on the Emigrant Trail in Woodfords Canyon on Hwy 88. This sturdy, well constructed sign should last for
many years and act as a guide to hiking folks who are interested in the Emigrant Trail at this specific site in the canyon. This
part of the Trail is a very good example of the very rough road the emigrants traveled to get to the gold fields and to a
warmer climate on the west side of the Sierra.
Thank you for your interest and hard work.
Sincerely
J.E. Warren-Wickwire
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CAPLES LAKE SIGN DEDICATION
On April 22, 2005, $8,000 was appropriated by
the board of California-Nevada (CA-NV) Chapter of the
Oregon California Trails Association (OCTA) to install
seven interpretive signs at notable historic locations in the
Carson Pass and Hope Valley areas, along California
State Route 88. Amador County native, fifth generation
Californian, historian, and chapter member Frank
Tortorich worked closely with the National Park Service
(NPS), the Eldorado National Forest, and the HumboldtToiyabe National Forest to bring this project to reality.
After eight years and two funding increases, the
project is finally completed. A total of $12,000 was
appropriated, however only $10,000 was spent. The
NPS took the responsibility for having the signs
constructed, Tortorich provided the historical background
for the text, and volunteers from the CA-NV Chapter
provided the labor to install the seven signs. The
purpose of the interpretive signs is to inform visitors of the
significance and importance of this area. It is the goal of
OCTA to protect and preserve our rich pioneer history
through information and education. These seven signs
are to help further that goal.
The location of the project dedication was held at
the site of the final two signs at the El Dorado Irrigation
District (EID) Caples Lake boat launching facility. This
facility was completed in June of 2010 with grant monies.
Supporters of the project and program were the CA-NV
Chapter of OCTA, NPS Trail System, EID ($610,000),
California Department of Boating & Waterways ($1.6
million), USFS - Eldorado National Forest ($280,000) and
Alpine County.
The July 9 program began with the Pledge of
Allegiance and introductions led by Chapter President
John Winner. Brief remarks were given by Alpine County
District 1 Supervisor Donald M Jardine; USFS Forest
Architect Diana Erickson; EID Board President George

Osborne; Amador District Ranger, Retired, Doug Barber;
and not so brief remarks by Keynote Speaker Frank
Tortorich as he gave the history of the Carson River
Route.
John Winner gave the closing remarks and
invited all to enjoy the lunch. The lunch was catered by
long-time OCTA and Chapter member John Brissenden,
owner of Sorensen’s Resort in Carson Canyon east of
Hope Valley. The crowd of over 65 people included
representatives from the different agencies represented,
chapter members, and interested members of the public
who read about the dedication in local and Sacramento
newspapers.
A publication will be produced with directions to
the each of the signs which will be available at visitor and
recreation sites. ~

Frank Tortorich

FRANK TORTORICH RECEIVES ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
This is the highest award OCTA can give to recognize
long-term and significant contributions to OCTA. Only
members can qualify for Meritorious Achievement. It is
presented to a member who has made substantial efforts in
support of OCTA and its goals. This award recognizes
accomplishments over several years, often in leadership
and/or multiple capacities. The recipient’s efforts should be of
benefit to the overall organization.
Frank and his wife Mary Ann are Charter (1983) and
Life (1988) Members of the Oregon-California Trails

Association (OCTA). He served on OCTA’s Board of Directors
1989-1990 and 2000-2006. In 1997, Frank was awarded
OCTA's prestigious "Outstanding Educator of the Year at the
Post Secondary Level." He was awarded an OCTA Certificate
of Appreciation 2006.
In 2005, Frank and his friend James Carman were
recipients of OCTA’s coveted “Merrill J. Mattes Writers of the
Year Award” for their article on the research of the Big Tree
Road. This road was built in
(continued on next page)
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1856 from Hope Valley on Highway 88, to Murphys, on
Highway 4.
CA-NV Chapter of OCTA has awarded him the
Chapter President Recognition Award 2011, and other years,
Trail Boss Award, Lifetime Achievement Award, and Certificate
of Commendation. He became the chapter’s first elected
president at the 1986 Carson City, NV, OCTA Convention
where he has served the chapter as a board member or on a
chapter committee ever since.
His notorious group, called the Wedge Warriors,
meets yearly to maintain sections of the Carson Trail in the
Eldorado National Forest.
In 2000, California Fish and Game (now California
Fish and Wildlife) planned to put a handicap access for fishing
on the West Fork of the Carson River. The plan for the
restroom and parking lot would be right on the Emigrant Trail.
Frank contacted F&G archaeologists and project managers
and was able to have them relocate the project away from the
trail. They also funded an OCTA interpretive sign on the trail
near the restroom.
Under Frank’s coordination, they were able to
complete a seven-sign project marking sites along the Carson
River Route of the California Emigrant Trail. In July 2013, a
dedication and celebration was held at Caples Lake.

OCTA VP John Krizek and Frank Tortorich (in top hat)
Frank has been a volunteer historian working with the
Eldorado National Forest, Amador Ranger District, on the
Carson Pass segment of the California Trail since 1978. He is
a paraprofessional archaeologist recognized by the United
States Forest Service (USFS) and led the USFS and Sonoma

State University archaeology survey of the Carson Pass
segment of the California Trail. He is known as one of the
most knowledgeable persons concerning this section of the
trail.
He is an "on call" Trail volunteer consultant for
CALTRANS (California Transportation Department), utility
companies, the ski resorts, all wishing to honor the Trail, or
keep peace with members of OCTA.
Frank is the author of the two books, GOLD RUSH
TRAIL, A Guide to the Carson River Route of the Emigrant
Trail and Hiking the Gold Rush Trail. He has authored
numerous other trail-related articles and has been featured in
various publications including the Los Angeles Times and
Sunset Magazine.
He has been featured on two trail-related PBS TV
specials and an OCTA recruitment video documenting the
California Trail, as well as being the historic guide for a Food
Channel segment.
This native of Jackson, California, retired in 1994 as a
school administrator from the Amador County Unified School
District. He was employed as a Park Interpretive Specialist at
Sutter’s Fort in Sacramento for ten years and was instrumental
in having an 1846 wagon replicated for the fort.
For seven years, Frank was an instructor for the
worldwide Elderhostel program, teaching classes on the
westward migration and gold rush.
For the past 19 years, he has been leading all-day
historic tours for a Hope Valley resort that is right on the
Carson River Route of the California Trail. Frank's slide
presentation of the Emigrant Trail, shown the night before,
takes the audience from Independence, Missouri, to Hangtown
(Placerville), California, using modern slides taken personally
by Frank, plus copies of old prints and paintings. Mary Ann
reads from original diaries during the show.
Presently Frank is working seasonally for the Amador
Ranger District of Eldorado National Forest, along State Route
88. Since 1996, one of his responsibilities has been to
coordinate numerous Mormon youth handcart three-day reenactment programs.
This year, 2013, he has been assigned to work the
summer at the Carson Pass Information Station where he has
his dream job of walking the hiking and emigrant trails. He
educates the public as to the Native American and emigrant
history of the area, along with the fauna and flora, all of which
Carson Pass is renowned.
For those of you who were present the night Frank
received his award, it was quite evident he was surprised and
humbled by the honor of the award named after his dear
friend, Greg Franzwa. ~
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WEDGE WARRIORS AT IT AGAIN
by Frank Tortorich

On a cold blustery day, ten hardy CA-NV OCTA
members gathered at the Kirkwood Inn parking area on
Highway 88 to plan a day of Trail cleaning, clearing, and
marking of two segments of the Carson River Route Trail
between Carson Pass and Caples Lake.

This was a rescheduled work day from August
26-27 which was cancelled due to heavy, choking smoke
from the Rim Fire, when 24 OCTA members were
scheduled to work.

The day began very cold and windy with spitting
a bit of rain but it improved as the day went on and by the
afternoon, we were able to begin removing layers of
clothing. Even though we were small in numbers, a lot of
lopping and chainsaw work was accomplished
endeavoring to make the Trail easy to walk.
That evening Linda and Larry Lacy opened their
Kirkwood home to the group for our traditional potluck
dinner and a time for storytelling and visiting. The next
day, Larry Schmidt led a hike down the Old Highway 88
whose history goes back to the latter 1850s. This
commercial wagon road was built to accommodate the
activity of the Comstock.
OCTA members participating in the clean up,
beside the Lacys and Larry, was Larry’s wife, Phyllis and
their dog, Pearl, Ed and Ann Bagne, Gordon Jackson,
Jon and Janet Nowlin and Frank Tortorich. Joining us for
dinner were Dick and Joan Young and Mary Ann
Tortorich. ~

BECKWOURTH MAPPING TEAM

Story by Denise Moorman, Photos by Dee Owens & Jim Moorman
Hailed as safer than the Truckee Trail that the illfated Donner party used, and touted as easier than the
Carson Route because it traversed the lowest pass in the
Sierra, the Beckwourth Trail quickly became a popular
route to the California gold fields when it opened in 1851.
Stretching 200 miles from Truckee Meadows (present
day Sparks/Reno) to Bidwell’s Bar and then on to
Marysville, California, the Beckwourth Trail carried
emigrant wagons over its low pass until 1855 when newer
routes pulled traffic from it.
This summer the National Forest Service, the
California-Nevada Chapter of OCTA, Trails West, Inc.
and the Plumas County Museum in Quincy are working
together, under the auspices of the Forest Service, to
perform an on-ground verification of the Beckwourth Trail
near Quincy, California. It is hoped that the Beckwourth
Trail Mapping Team, comprised of members of the three
groups, will be able to map the existing trail in this area to

current MET Standards and also conclusively determine
locations of certain portions of the trail that are in
question.
After a faltering start due to winter weather that
wouldn’t go away, the mapping team finally made it out
on the trail in May. The members present were Dick
Waugh, group leader, Dee and Glen Owens, Ed and Ann
Bagne, Denise and Jim Moorman, Scott Lawson, Plumas
County Museum Director, Dan Elliot and Christina
Weinberg, National Forest Archaeologists, and Jim
Webster, owner of the land through which the section of
the trail being mapped passed.
The first day out was spent “paying dues.” The
plan was to follow what is thought to be a “commerce
road” running on private property from historic
Elizabethtown uphill to a known section of Emigrant Trail
which crosses Snake Lake Road. This road would have
been built after the emigrant era and was (continued next page)
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probably used to haul supplies to miners working at the
hydraulic mine sites above Elizabethtown. The group
expected to find only artifacts associated with the mining
ditch that followed the ridge, thus verifying it was not used
by emigrants.
What they found was an impenetrable wall of
manzanita. Using chain saws and loppers, the team
hacked their way along the faint road, one group clearing
the road, the other group sweeping it with metal detectors
looking for artifacts. (All artifacts not determined “unique”
by the Forest Service were recorded, photographed and
re-buried.)
After immense amounts of physical labor, the
only items found that afternoon were a couple handfuls of
rusty “modern” nails and a discarded refrigerator. Tired,
but not discouraged, the hardier members of the group
hiked back down to the cars while the rest piled into Jim
Webster’s truck for a ride back.

Unearthing a sardine can
The second day promised to be more productive.
The plan was to follow the Beckwourth Trail as it was
mapped by Andy and Joanne Hammond and marked by
the two trail groups. Shortly after starting up the first hill,
the group found two iron rings from a wagon wheel and a
dozen or more cut nails.
Nearby, a four-hole metal button and a halfdozen metal suspender buttons were discovered. The
finds were exciting, but the consensus of the group was
that while all the items could be emigrant era, they could
also be of a later period when lumbering was done in the
area.
The “hits” slowed down as the team climbed the
hill to the ridge where mapping indicated that the
Beckwourth Trail ran. Someone suggested that perhaps
the wagon wheel had broken on the ridge and the owner
rolled it down the side of the hill in disgust.

Jim Moorman holding wagon wheel parts
The ridge top, which emigrants were known to
follow in order to avoid “sideling” across the face of a hill,
was littered with modern day artifacts from the powerline
road which ran along it. Not much else was found until
later in the afternoon where the trail approached Snake
Lake Road and Trails West Marker B-26.
Heading downhill, the team began collecting hits
with the metal detectors once again — a broken iron
chain link, a two tined fork, a piece of a broken iron band
and many cut nails. But the last find of the day was the
crowning glory. Working as methodically as he had all
day, Ed Bagne got a hit as he swung his detector under a
bush. Digging it out as the other tired team members
stood watching, the excitement grew. It was round – a
coin. It was silver and much worn!
Although the reverse side was worn almost
completely smooth, a few words and letters on the
obverse side were discernible. Slowly they were pieced
together: CAROLUS IIII DEI GRATIA 1806. (Charles IV,
By the grace of God 1806.)
None of the group knew what the coin was, but it
was decided that the find was significant enough that it
should be taken back to the Plumas County Museum for
research. It turned out that the coin is an 1806 Charles
IV Spanish Colonial 8 Reales dollar, also known as a
“piece of eight!”

Photo of an “8 Reales” in legible condition (left)
and the coin found (right)
(continued on next page)
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Since California was owned by Spain and then
Mexico before American emigrants began traveling along
the Beckwourth Trail, one can imagine all kinds of
scenarios as to how this coin came to rest under that
bush until it was found in May 2012.
Mapping will continue through the fall, as long as
the weather holds out. Hopefully more pieces of history
will be found which can help the mapping team piece
together the known segments of the Beckwourth Trail and
bring a little more history into sharper focus. ~
The happy crew

DOUG AND ELOISE CRARY
BOOK COLLECTION DONATED TO CA-NV CHAPTER
by John Winner
In mid-August, we received a letter from Karen Cox, daughter of Doug and Eloise Crary. Doug and Eloise lived in
Modesto, California and were long time members of OCTA and the California-Nevada Chapter. Doug passed away 3 years
ago and Eloise, at 92, is now in a nursing home. Karen, in her letter, indicated that her parents had amassed a huge
collection of books about California and Oregon history. Most of the
collection acquired at OCTA conventions. At the request of the family,
they wished to donate the collection to the CA-NV Chapter.
We contacted Karen Cox and indicated that we would be
grateful and expressed our appreciation for the generosity of the family.
In response, Karen said bring a large pickup truck.
On August 24, Don Buck and I met Karen at the Crary home in
Modesto, CA with two small pickups. After some casual conversation,
Don and I began sifting through shelf after shelf of the books. Although
some of the collection dealt with family genealogy and Stanislaus
County, the majority of the books were related to western history. In
the end we had packed 26 file boxes of books.
Due to the generosity of the Crary family, most of this collection will be made available to members at Chapter
symposiums and conventions through silent and/or live auctions. Proceeds will assist in Chapter projects and our continued
support of the California State Library, Western Overland Trails Collection, sponsored by the California-Nevada Chapter of
OCTA.
Again, a special thanks to the Crary family for this generous gift.

CHAPTER DUES STRUCTURE
Individual Membership: $10, Family Membership: $15, Sustaining Membership: $35
Family Memberships receive 2 ballots, Sustaining receives 2 ballots with two names.
Your National and Chapter dues are paid to National. You will get a renewal notice from
them.
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BECKWOURTH TRAIL MAPPING GROUP
by Dick Waugh

The hearty Beckwourth Trail Mapping Group
(BTG) had strenuous, but rewarding, work days in the
Lake Davis, California area, on July 15th and 16th. The
plan was to work in the area between Trails West
markers B-18 and B-20. The area is along the Grizzly
Ridge in the Plumas National Forest. The terrain is steep
with pine forest, brush-filled areas and lava/basalt ridges
and outcroppings. Although this stretch of the trail is
generally well-known there is some discussion if it
followed the course as outlined by the Hammonds in the
mid 1990s.
The group consisted of John Winner, Dick
Waugh, Dan Elliott, Scott Lawson, Sam Lawson, Dee
Owens, Glen Owens, Gail Carbiener, Jerry Carbiener, Ed
Bagne, Ann Bagne, and Dave Loera along with three
other USFS employees, Archeologist Eric Beaderman
and his assistants Mark and Greg.
We met at 8:30 a.m. at the Lightening Tree
Campground along Lake Davis (by the way, the area is a
great place to camp, fish, and hike and drive the back
roads). After a safety briefing, the work day was outlined.
We were to travel to a spot above TW marker 19 and
work back towards Emigrant Creek and uphill towards the
top of Grizzly Ridge.
For us, the trail was new territory and the
expectations were high. We also wanted to verify a short
section by Emigrant Creek report in another USFS
survey, and set some carsonite markers. It was an
ambitious plan for the group but with lots of attendees it
seemed a good use of our manpower.
As with all good plans as soon as we set out we
ran into issues. The section along Emigrant Creek had
questionable GPS coordinates, so we sent three USFS
employees off to locate and confirm the locations (the
reported coordinates were not correct). The Carbineners,
David Loera and Scott Lawson were asked to begin from
the area of Emigrant Creek and work up towards the
lower ridges. They were to meet up with the rest of the
group closer to the Trails West marker. We discovered
the forest road indicated on the map was blocked and not
passable by our vehicles. We decided to hike to the work
starting point. The group got to our start point several

miles and hours later. We modified the day to work
downhill towards Emigrant Creek.
By the time we got to work we were a little
frustrated. However, we were rewarded with several
definite period artifacts including wagon parts, a coffee
mill and other period items. We located a possible
structure. The Forest Service was unaware of the
structure location and was quite pleased with the find.
We confirmed a probable trail route track slightly north of
where Hammonds had the track running.

Looking down towards the Beckwourth Trail
After a long day the group finally returned to the
area of Emigrant Creek in small work parties and headed
back to the campground and resort to clean up and
recover. As we confirmed everyone was moving out of
the woods, the FSR radios were very useful and proved
their worth.
That evening a weary group of trail trackers had
dinner at the Lake Davis cabins. Dee Owens provided
the main course of chili. Everyone else contributed
something that made the meal and gathering special.
The wine and food led to a discussion of what to do the
next day. Fortunately while we were stomping in the
forest, Chapter President John Winner scouted the
unmapped, but well-used, forest roads running in the
area. He located a route that was forest service legal
and, had we known about it, would have brought us to
our work starting point without the two mile walk -- now
referred to as the trail of tears (definitely no disrespect
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Intended to the original Native American ordeal but we
were a little teary-eyed when each curve did not bring our
destination into view).
Always positive, Dee pointed out hiking is one of
the best forms of mental and physical exercise available.
There is no question exercise is conducive to good
health. Study after study indicate walking and hiking
improve the body and soothe the mind. We should all be
happy we got in a great workout!
With John leading us through the woods along the
ridges, day two had us back at our work starting point
early on Tuesday morning. We turned west and worked

Oxbow key

uphill trying to confirm the path of the determined and
resolute pioneers. The evidence, in the form of ox shoes,
stirrups nails and wagon parts, appeared in a skid path
several hundred yards north of the suspected path. We
followed the probable path up the ridge a little to the east
of the ridge crest (back on the Hammonds’ trail). At a
point where the trail turned off the ridge, we located and
documented multiple artifacts.
When we stopped for lunch we discussed if this
spot was where several diarists noted they had camped
or rested before beginning the descent:
“… on this narrow spot we rested two hours. A
good portion of this time with telescope in hand
taking a general survey of the high and broken
range…”. John Clark 1852 Journal.
“…got part way over the mountain which we
found to be a mountain for certain…six miles to
the summit and so steep in places that I had to
use two staffs to climb and in looking back it
made me almost feel dizzy…had to encamp part
way over the mountain in a gap without grass or
water…”. Elizabeth Peckinpah 1853 Diary
After lunch we turned down the ridge. In a
short distance, an additional wagon artifact

and a swale indicated we were still on the trail. The terrain was precisely what the diarists had described.
Having confirmed the trails trace and due to the time, we started back, reworking the area we had covered earlier.
The group made a slight shift in the route we retraced. We uncovered several more items that helped define the likely route
of Beckwourth’s trail along the top of Grizzly Ridge.
Upon our return to our vehicles the group bade farewell and several members made plans to meet up at the OCTA
National Convention in Oregon City, Oregon the next week. Plans are being made to return to the area and to continue the
trek west. ~
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WEST VIRGINIA FORTY-NINERS continued
is a spring the water from which is as cold as any ice
water. This valley is thirty-seven miles in length.
Tuesday, 24. We marched off at an early hour and
crossed during the day a range of high mountains which
form the eastern rim of the great basin. We crossed the
California trail today and reached a fine stream called
Martin’s Fork. We traveled down this branch about 12
miles and encamped for the night. The grass is plentiful
day that it is almost impossible for us to travel. At that
and splendid on this stream.
hour we again pursued our journey until 11 o’clock at
Wednesday, 25. We continued our course down a
night, when we encamped with scarcely any grass.
beautiful valley and encamped on the same stream that
Wednesday, August 1. We started at sunrise this
we did last night.
morning and traveled down the river, over a barren
Thursday, 26. We pursued our journey down the
country. The grass is completely parched by the burning
valley and crossed another stream. This and Martin’s
rays of the noonday sun. We saw a signal fire this
Fork are eastern branches of the St. Mary or Humboldt
evening on the mountain from our camp.
river. It is hemmed in on every side by mountains,
Thursday, 2. We continued our course along the St.
therefore has no outlet. It flows west about 300 miles and
Mary’s. Nature seems to have destined this river for
sinks. This is the principal stream in the Great Basin and
some such purpose, forming fine places for keeping stock
our trail follows it to the end. This after we crossed some
in the great bends which it makes. I have no doubt the
ridges of hills, but frequently touched the stream, which
grass was very good in the commencement of the
flows very crooked at this place.
season. There were five mules and two horses stolen
Friday, 27. We crossed a ridge of mountains, 12 miles
from a neighboring camp last night by the Indians, who
in length and were much disappointed, not thinking it to
are very troublesome along the river. We traveled until
be more than three or four miles until we would come to
11 o’clock tonight and encamped.
the river again. This was by far the hardest day’s travel
Friday, 3. We traveled all day without any grass. Our
we have had on the route, having made 12 miles before
animals can scarcely get along for weakness.
we reached the hills; so we made 24 miles today without
Fortunately late in the evening we found some little.
grass or water.
Saturday, 4. We crossed the river in order to shun the
Saturday, 28. We crossed a ridge of hills about 20
sand,
which is at least a foot deep and found it impossible
miles in length. Fortunately we found some water about
to get through it. We are also compelled to do the most
the center of this stretch, when we halted to refresh
of our traveling after night. The sun is so very hot that
ourselves and animals. We then again traveled on and
one cannot stand it in the heat of the day.
reached the river about dark.
Sunday, 5. We laid in camp until 3 o’clock today, for
Sunday, 29. We made a short journey, as we had no
the
purpose of ascertaining the amount of flour on hand.
grass last night, following the river. We encamped early
Find it to be only thirty pounds to a man which will not last
this evening with pretty good grass.
more than fifteen or twenty days at the furtherest. At that
Monday, 30. We remained in camp for the purpose of
hour we put the train in motion, recrossed the river and
recruiting our mules a little, as they are getting very weak.
traveled over a sandy desert for fifteen miles, we reached
We were obliged to leave one of our wagons today so
the river at 10 o’clock at night, and encamped.
that we would have more mules to put to the balance of
Monday, 6. We started early this morning and pursued
them. There were five deer brought into camp today,
nearly a northern direction over a perfect desert without
shot by our men. Deer are plentiful along this Humboldt
any vegetation whatever. This evening the road turns
river. We also caught some fine trout which were very
due south. We encamp tonight without any grass.
palatable.
Tuesday, 7. The country continues barren and sandy.
Tuesday, 31. We put our train in motion at an early
We
have now been forty-eight hours with little or no grass
hour and traveled until 10 o’clock, when we laid up until 5
and prospects of finding any shortly. It certainly is a
in the afternoon. The sun is so hot in the middle of the
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gloomy time with all of us, as our animals can scarcely
Wednesday, 15. All our wagons are now safe in camp.
get along and our provisions are getting very scarce.
After giving our mules a good rest we resumed our
Wednesday, 8. This evening we drove seven miles
toilsome journey, but made little headway, only traveling
from the road and found plenty of grass. This place has
about 6 miles and crossing the river five times. This river
just been discovered. We had a shocking accident in
is not more than thirty yards wide, but has a very rapid
camp this evening. Comrade James Davison shot
current and a rough, rocky bottom, which makes it difficult
himself accidentally. He lived only a few hours afterward.
fording. We were obliged to encamp tonight without
Mr. Davidson was a resident of Frederick County, VA and
grass. We fed our animals on willow bushes.
just in the prime of life. His loss is very much regretted by
Thursday, 16. Started early this morning and traveled
all. We buried Mr. Davidson in the most respectable
a few miles when we found a little grass and halted two
manner possible in this solitary country. We thought as
hours to graze our mules, after which we went a little
we raised his mound that earth never seemed so drear.
further and encamped for the night. We made 9 miles
We leave him to sleep in peace until awakened by
and crossed the river seven times.
Jehovah’s call.
Friday, 17. We resumed our winding course early as
Thursday, 9; Friday, 10; Saturday, 11. Until one
usual and made some eight miles, when we halted for
o’clock, we laid by at this place to recruit ourselves and
breakfast. The long-dreaded Sierra Nevada mountains
animals and also to make some hay to feed us over a
made their first appearance this morning. They are
desert said to be sixty-five miles in length. At one o’clock
completely capped with snow. After resting a few hours
Saturday evening we took the line of march again and
we took up the line of march, made about fifteen miles
passed the sink of St. Mary’s river. This I have
and crossed the river ten times. We encamped tonight in
mentioned before. It scatters far and wide among the
a splendid valley covered with fine grass. This valley is
rushes and sinks to be seen no more. We traveled 22
about five miles in length and two or three in width.
miles this evening and encamped at Sulpher Spring. This
Saturday, 18. We remained in camp this morning
is decidedly the strongest sulpher that I have ever tasted.
waiting for the carriage that we left behind to procure
Sunday, 12. We left camp at an early hour and
some flour and bacon, our bacon being entirely
traveled ten miles to breakfast. We suffer very much for
exhausted and we have very little flour on hand. In the
water at this time. After we had eaten breakfast we
evening we moved about three miles further up the valley
pursued our journey and encamped at the hot springs.
and encamped for the night. The carriage has not yet
This water is boiling hot and we use it for tea and coffee.
arrived.
By dipping it up and cooling it we make out to drink it.
Sunday, 19. The carriage came up this morning and
We have to cool it for the stock. We can cook here very
we resumed our course through a hilly and rocky country,
conveniently without fire or fuel.
making about sixteen miles and crossing the river four
Monday, 13. We started at one ‘o’clock this morning
times. Several of our mules were swept away by the
and made an effort to get through the desert today. We
current, but fortunately they were all rescued.
traveled about ten miles when our teams all gave up and
Monday, 20. We started at daybreak this morning and
left us in the burning sand without any water and nearly
crossed the river again, making twenty-seven times in a
all famished. This is indeed a trying time. We remained
distance of about thirty miles. About noon today we
here until late in the evening, when we made another
reached the base of the Sierra Nevada mountains.
effort. By double-teaming we succeeded in getting a part
These mountains are clothed with fine timber, pines, firs
of the wagons over this end of the route. It is very heavy
and cedar trees. Pine trees can be found here eighteen
sand which is burning hot and there has been great
feet in circumference and fifty or sixty feet without a limb.
destruction of property for those who have preceded us
The cedars are also very large. We traveled six or seven
through this desert. Dead mules are lying around us by
miles over the mountains, then halted for breakfast in a
the hundreds. By getting a part of our teams through we
little valley surrounded on every side by mountains of a
have been more fortunate. We encamped this evening
tremendous height, where we remained until three o’clock
on the Truckee River, which is a beautiful clear stream of
in the evening, when we again marched on a few miles
good water shaded by cotton trees. We have now plenty
farther and halted for the night.
of good water, wood for fuel and an abundance of grass.
Tuesday, 21. We broke camp very early this morning
Tuesday, 14. This day was spent in getting the
and crossed a high range of mountains. The road runs
balance of our wagons over.
southwest today. Yesterday we traveled nearly
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northwest. Crossed a pleasant little brook of excellent
miles, when we came to another tremendous high and
water, a tributary of the Truckee river. Passed over
rocky mountain. We gained the top of it after repeated
another range of hills and came into a splendid valley
trials, and found just room enough for our wagons to
through which flows a fine stream of excellent water.
stand on it. To look down it seems almost bottomless.
This also is a tributary of the Truckee river. Here we
We are all out of heart and almost ready to give up. But
stopped to graze and refresh our animals and ourselves.
after holding a consultation, we again picked up courage
Three men were sent ahead today to Johnson settlement
and made another effort to pass on. By taking out the
and Fort Sutter to find out the situation and to make
mules and using the ropes as before, going from one tree
arrangements about provisions. After dinner we resumed
to another until we reached the bottom, which was fully
our march and arrived at the Donner cabins this evening,
half a mile, the whole day was spent in getting down.
the place where the Donner party perished in 1846. It is
Fortunately about night the wagons were all safely in the
truly an appalling sight. The ground is all scattered with
valley below, without accident of any sort. This is a
human bones.
beautiful little valley, about two miles in length and one
It may not be improper for me here to state that a party
half mile in width, covered with fine grass and a pure
of emigrants consisting of men, women and children led
stream of water running through the center of it. It is
by George Donner started for California in the year 1846.
called Bear Valley. We encamped near the center of it
They attempted to make a cut-off, were lost in the
for the night.
mountains, were caught in the snow, and nearly all of
them perished. God save our party from a like fate.
Wednesday, 22. This day was spent in crossing the
highest peak of the Sierra Nevada mountains. We
passed Truckee river. This river begins with a lake and
empties into Lake Pyramid. We passed up some of the
highest precipices of rocks that were almost impossible.
We were obliged to double-team and pull with ropes. The
first emigrants drew up their wagons with a windlass. We
all arrived safe at the top before sundown. The road
Monday, 27. We today lay by to rest from our hard
down is not quite so bad. We were after night getting into
labors of the past three days. I have been rambling
camp.
through the mountains today and found raspberries and
Thursday, 23. We remained in camp until two o’clock
gooseberries grown here in abundance. They are now
p.m. to rest from our hard labors on yesterday. At that
fully ripe and they taste very nice to a tired and hungry
hour we started again and made about seven miles over
man. The oak trees have also made their appearance,
a terrible road, passing what is called Seven Lakes on the
with their majestic tops almost piercing the clouds. They
top of a very high mountain.
bring to one’s mind the memories of home, sweet home,
Friday, 24. We pursued our rugged course this
and the endearments of civilization. We have shot
morning, winding and twisting about through the
several fine deer the past week. They are plentiful, as
mountains and over great cliffs of rock all day. Night
are also bears and elks.
came on and caught us on top of a great precipice. We
Tuesday, 28. We started before daylight this morning,
were obliged to tie our mules to the wagon wheels until
in order to get ahead of the wagons, that have been
morning. We made only five miles and were busy all day.
much in the way. The road has been a little better today.
Saturday, 25. We managed to get our mules down
We have made thirteen miles and camped for the night
one at a time, after which we attached ropes to the
without a particle of grass, feeding on oak bushes.
wagons and by using trees as snubbing posts we all got
Wednesday, 29. We resumed our march again this
down safely We then traveled on, jumping from rock to
morning, but had not proceeded far when we came to the
rock, and from crag to crag, passing up some
brink of the worst mountain that we have yet
tremendous high and rocky place, requiring all hands to
encountered, quite a half mile down and almost
the wagons in order to get them up. We made some
perpendicular. We were obliged to cut down large trees
eight miles today.
and attach them to the wagons. By this means we got
Sunday, 26. Wearied and worn, we still persevered on
down without accident. We passed the first gold diggers
our toilsome journey this morning, traveling about three
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today. Some of the teams failed and the men went to
mining and were meeting with good success. We
marched all day without feed, making fourteen miles and
feeding on bushes again tonight.
Thursday, 30. Started again this morning having a
very steep mountain to ascend, which we got up with
much difficulty, moving by inches until the summit was
reached. We here held a consultation as to what we
should do in regard to our progress. Our provisions are
all gone and our teams completely played out. After a
great deal of wrangling it was decided to discard one half
of the wagons and take the mules and the other half and
proceed. We made about five miles and halted.
Friday, 31. We proceeded this morning, leaving
several mules through the day that could not travel
further.
September, Saturday, 1. Made another effort today,
after traveling twelve miles yesterday and practically no
food for man and beast and by bringing all the energy
and courage with which both men and beast possessed
and putting same into action, we succeeded in making a

march of sixteen miles, reaching the first or Johnston’s
settlement, in the territory of California, about night,
where both man and beast were well fed and taken care
of.
After a few days of much needed rest, we proceeded to
Sacramento and from there San Francisco. Thus ended
a long and toilsome journey of over four months from St.
Joseph, Missouri, to the city of San Francisco, in the
territory of California, a distance of 2,105 miles. [End of
Diary].
Editor’s comment: Hoffman mentioned while going over
the [Stephens] Pass on Wednesday, Aug. 22nd, he saw
the windlass used by the first wagons over the Pass in
1844. So, did some emigrant wagons use this Pass and
not Roller Pass in 1849 and how many used this route
after 1846?. Irene Paden in her book Wake of Prairie
Schooner, page 466, mentions other diarists seeing the
same thing but not using the windlass. A second, easier
route, over the top, perhaps?
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